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A B S T R A C T

Hall thrusters, the most common type of electric propulsion system, typically use xenon as the propellant, given
its inertness, its ability to be stored at a high density under pressure, and good thrust to power ratio coupled
with a high specific impulse compared to chemical propulsion. However, the number of satellites utilizing
electric propulsion units and particularly Hall thrusters is dramatically increasing, resulting in a strain on the
availability of xenon propellant in the context of a volatile noble gas market. This phenomenon is seen with the
dawn of large satellite constellations and the accelerated launch rate of satellite units, the majority of which
now use a Hall thruster as their primary propulsion system. Alternatives to xenon are available in the form of
other noble gases, molecular propellants and condensable elements. Such propellants offer certain advantages
in terms of specific mission scenarios, or for certain propulsion system sizes. This paper represents a review of
alternatives to the conventional xenon propellant for Hall thrusters, providing a comparative study of the most
feasible alternatives. Various considerations of using alternative propellants are outlined, and a comprehensive
database of experimentally measured Hall thruster performance is compiled to pair the measured performance
using various propellants to the results of a theoretical propellant performance estimation.
1. Introduction

Of the many different electric propulsion systems developed for
satellites, currently the Hall thruster is the most popular. It combines
a high specific impulse, typically 1000 to 3000 s depending on the
input power [1], with a high thrust to input power ratio. Relative to
gridded ion thrusters, which typically possess a higher specific impulse,
Hall thrusters intrinsically have approximately twice as greater thrust
output at a given power. Xenon is typically used as the propellant of
choice within Hall thrusters. It is an inert, heavy element that possesses
a high ionization cross section and the lowest first ionization potential
of the stable noble gases, along with the highest storage density when
stored under pressure. Hall thrusters possess a significant flight heritage
dating back almost fifty years, and span several orders of magnitude in
terms of size, from 40–50 W up to 50 kW and above. Coupled with
advances in magnetic shielding, which significantly increase the Hall
thruster lifetime, these advantages have led to Hall thrusters recently
becoming the high performance electric propulsion system of choice
across a wide variety of different spacecraft missions [2].

Hall thrusters are now employed in scenarios ranging from orbit
raising propulsion systems for microsatellites [3], to primary propul-
sion system for geostationary satellites [4], and even for interplanetary
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missions [5]. In terms of their use on microsatellites, various small
satellite constellations are being deployed using Hall thrusters. This
includes the SpaceX Starlink constellation (approximately 12,000 satel-
lites, with 3200 deployed and operational as of December 2022) [6],
OneWeb (648 satellites, with 462 deployed as of February 2022) [7],
the Amazon Kuiper constellation (3236 satellites, first launch in mid
2023) [8], and many others (Astranis, AST SpaceMobile, Omnispace,
Telesat). The majority of these satellites require changes to the semi
major axis after launch vehicle deployment, with most requiring a sig-
nificant attitude increase. Furthermore, strict de-orbiting requirements
are enforced leading to additional propellant mass. Assuming a total
xenon load of approximately 4.5 kg per satellite unit for station keep-
ing and de-orbiting requirements, the subsequent xenon consumption
per fleet becomes significant. Geostationary satellites with all elec-
tric propulsion systems are further increasingly adopting Hall thruster
technology (Airbus Defence and Space and SSL). An average all elec-
tric geostationary satellite that utilizes Hall thruster propulsion units
weights on average 1–3.5 tonnes carrying on board a total xenon pro-
pellant load of approximately 0.2–0.4 tonnes [9,10]. Other applications
include the Lunar Gateway where it is envisaged that four 12.5 kW
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Hall thrusters will be used, with a total xenon throughput of approx-
imately 5 tonnes [11]. Further, low thrust interplanetary missions,
which have previously used gridded ion thrusters almost exclusively,
are also adopting Hall thrusters. The eponymous Psyche mission to
a metallic asteroid will use an SPT-140 Hall thruster with a total
throughput of xenon of 1.03 tonnes [12]. Constellations have increased
the total number of satellites deployed in orbit from a few hundreds
to over a thousand per year [13,14] demonstrating an exponential
growth. Assuming a similar growth pattern, total satellites deployed
would increase from 389 in 2019, 1202 in 2020, 1778 in 2021 to over
4000 by 2026. If all of the satellite units in the Starlink, OneWeb,
and Amazom Kuiper constellations used xenon propellant (assuming
40% of the total number of satellites launched over the next 5 years),
together with the larger geostationary satellites and unique spacecraft
missions which use over 1.5 t of propellant (assuming 1% of the total
over 5 years) then as a minimum the total xenon expenditure would
exceed 260 tonnes of xenon.

The world production of xenon per year grew from 30–40 tonnes
in 1998 [15] to 53 tonnes in 2015 [16]. Xenon is extracted as a
byproduct of the cryogenic oxygen and nitrogen extraction through air
separation [17] with a limited total output dependent on the available
xenon concentration in air [18]. As a result of extensive use of xenon
in other major industries such as an anaesthetic agent [18] or part
of automotive lighting systems, xenon availability and price are in
constant fluctuation [16]. Recent global events such as the COVID-
19 pandemic and the Russia–Ukraine war have further significantly
disrupted the supply chain and availability of rare elements such as
xenon [19] driving a major increase in price. Consequently, in the
global context there is a high risk of shortage for xenon. In this context
procurement of large quantities of xenon (>3 tonnes) is likely to be
unfeasible and at risk of drastically affecting the already volatile cost
unless spread out carefully over several years.

Xenon usage for spacecraft electric propulsion applications ac-
counted to approximately 10% of the xenon demand in 2015 [16]
while current market studies suggest a 30% share of the total xenon
demand dedicated to electric propulsion satellite usage [20]. Given
this limitation of tens of tonnes of xenon available per year and a
ceiling limitation on total xenon production [18], an increase in future
users of xenon propelled electric propulsion enabled spacecraft will
put significant strain on the supply. Combined with users from a wide
range of industries, and also other spacecraft missions, a search for a
sustainable alternative to xenon as a propellant becomes justified in the
context of the rapidly expanding electric propulsion sector.

Various other propellants have been investigated for Hall thrusters,
which can be categorized in three groups: gaseous propellants, con-
densable propellants, and molecular propellants. Gaseous propellants
include monoatomic noble gases such as xenon, krypton, argon, and
neon. Condensable propellants, defined in short as propellants which
are either solid or liquid at or near room temperature, include metals
such as bismuth, zinc and magnesium [21–24], but also other options
such as iodine [25]. Thirdly there has been growing research interest in
using molecular propellants such as tertiary amines [26] but also other
gases such as carbon dioxide, oxygen and nitrogen, in particular within
the scope of air breathing electric propulsion [27]. Across this wide
selection of different alternative propellants each has particular ad-
vantages and disadvantages, depending on their elemental properties,
ionization abilities, and measured performance.

This paper evaluates the use of alternative propellants within Hall
thrusters, providing a review of current alternatives investigated,
through a comprehensive database of experimentally measured per-
formance values. Further considerations such as ionization, storage
density, and condensable propellants heating requirements, are an-
alyzed. Through a comparison to a predictive performance law for
different propellants at different powers, possible alternative propellant
replacements for xenon are identified for low power Hall thrusters
(broadly relating to mega constellation requirements), medium power
Hall thrusters (broadly relating to geostationary satellites), and high
power Hall thrusters (for future applications such as interplanetary
missions).
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2. Gaseous propellants

2.1. Krypton

Krypton is currently the most widely used alternative to xenon in
Hall thrusters both in in-space hardware, demonstrated by the use of
krypton in the Starlink constellation, as well as in ground testing. Kryp-
ton offers several similar traits to xenon; it is chemically inert, gaseous
at ambient conditions, and benefits from simple handling procedures.
The major benefit of krypton is that it is available at a significantly
lower cost than xenon, approximately five times less expensive, and
it can be tested with existing electric propulsion hardware including
power processing units and hollow cathodes. Krypton has been used
extensively in Hall thrusters across a wide variety of input powers, from
sub kW to medium power Hall thrusters, to 10’s kW Hall thrusters [1,
28–34].

There are however various disadvantages associated with krypton,
in particular under typical tank pressures its storage density is approx-
imately a third that of xenon. Krypton is 64% lighter than xenon, and
so the theoretical thrust-to-power ratio will be lower for krypton fed
thrusters at 79.8% of the equivalent power xenon ratio. However, the
lower mass krypton can produce 25% higher Isp than xenon, although
the effect may only be apparent at high discharge powers where the
thruster is operating efficiently [1]. It has been observed that krypton
has a significant reduction in efficiency, explained for the most part by
a reduced mass utilization and beam current utilization efficiency [1,
28,36]. This has been further corroborated in more recent studies
focusing on lower power Hall thrusters [30,33]. These effects can be
understood through the slower ionization process resulting from the
combination of a small cross sectional area, faster thermal velocity, and
higher first potential for ionization. Various studies have investigated
mitigating methods against the lower performance, through the varia-
tion of the magnetic field profile [32], or the injection of the krypton
in a rotating rather than axial manner [31]. These promising results
suggest there may be methods of increasing the thruster efficiency.

Krypton has been extensively tested in Hall thrusters across all
power levels, with particular interest in thrusters operating at higher
powers where xenon use is very costly. A database of available per-
formance data was compiled for Hall thrusters utilizing krypton and
xenon and their relative performance as propellants is shown in Figs. 1
2 3. It must be noted throughout the study that a Hall thruster designed
and optimized for a particular propellant will perform differently when

Fig. 1. Thrust vs anode power for Hall thruster operating on xenon and krypton.
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Fig. 2. Specific impulse vs anode power for Hall thruster operating on xenon and
krypton.

Fig. 3. Efficiency vs anode power for Hall thruster operating on xenon and krypton.

operated with a different propellant [37]. More than 50 unique Hall
thrusters at multiple operating conditions are featured in the dataset
to highlight the general propellant behavior and performance trend.
Propellant centric design and refinement of the Hall thruster may
increase the performance beyond the trends observed in the dataset [1].

Due to the small atomic mass, krypton fed Hall thrusters produce
less thrust at the same power level. However, as the discharge power
exceeds kW levels, krypton is shown to produce a higher specific
impulse than xenon at similar power levels. In high power thrusters
above 10 kW (NASA-173Mv1, NASA-173Mv2, NASA-457M, X-3), kryp-
ton specific impulse is much higher than xenon. However, this does not
equivalently translate into a high anode efficiency as krypton fed Hall
thruster data show poor performance at over 20% lower efficiency in
sub kW class thrusters and a 5%–10% lower efficiency above 10 kW
in direct comparison to xenon at the same power level. Recent results
show that the efficiency penalty may be averted in high current density
scenarios [38] where krypton may exceed xenon performance.

Krypton remains a useful propellant alternative for Hall thruster
systems due to the low cost, ease of use, and low risk associated with it
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making it well suited for system testing and development. However,
as a viable alternative for xenon for in-space applications with Hall
thrusters considerable work remains to be done. High-Isp missions may
benefit from the 25% higher Isp offered by krypton, but it remains
severely limited by the impact on mission lifetime as well as the low
storage density possible.

2.2. Argon, neon and helium

Since the initial development of Hall type thrusters various light
propellants have been investigated. Early research focused on the use
of light noble gases such as helium [39], argon [40,41] with xenon use
investigated later [42]. Argon usage as a propellant was proposed due
to its low cost and inert qualities. Usage of argon in Hall thrusters has
been readily demonstrated yet performance data in direct comparison
to xenon is scarce [35]. Although stable operation was achieved, perfor-
mance of argon as a propellant is poor compared to xenon and krypton.
However, the recent use of argon in Starlink satellites was reported
to have high efficiency exceeding 40%, yet no technical studies have
been publicly released at this time. Data for the THT-VI thruster [35]
operating on pure argon is shown in Fig. 4 highlighting the performance
trend of argon. Peak anode efficiency is found to lie below 10%
offering moderate thrust and specific impulse performance. A major
disadvantage of argon is also the low density even under pressurized
conditions (approximately 16% of the total density of xenon at the same
pressure) which makes it undesirable for in-space operation. In addition
the low atomic mass, density and worse ionization requirements lead
to a high flow rate associated for sustained thruster operation. This
limits significantly its use in ground testing depending on the pumping
facilities used.

Other light monoatomic inert propellants such as neon or helium
will likely suffer from similar issues in terms of ionization characteris-
tics, volumetric requirements, and ultimately reduced efficiency [35].

2.3. Gas mixtures

An important property of gases is their ability to mix with each
other. This opens up the possibility of propellant mixtures being used
in Hall thrusters to offset the high cost of pure xenon or reduce the
efficiency deficit of krypton and other lighter propellants.

Various studies have investigated the use of mixtures of xenon
and krypton for Hall thrusters. Promising initial results were demon-
strated showing a high anode efficiency at a high power when using
a krypton/xenon mixture [43]. Plume measurements demonstrated
an increase of the beam divergence with higher krypton percentage
(>50%) in the propellant mixture [44]. Similarly, the thrust efficiency
decreases when the krypton fraction is increased [44,45]. Yet it was
shown that a small reduction in xenon percentage (75% xenon/25%
krypton) does not drastically impact performance [44].

Other studies have investigated argon/xenon mixtures [35,46]. In
this case it was demonstrated that the relatively low argon efficiency
can be increased through a higher xenon percentage (>40%) and
through channel geometry modifications that improve argon ioniza-
tion [46]. It was also shown that a low argon percentage does not
significantly impact performance enforcing similar results to krypton
mixing.

Currently, research is focused on mixing molecular propellants such
as carbon dioxide and argon or nitrogen, oxygen and argon in order to
recreate atmospheric conditions particularly in the interest of adopting
air-breathing propulsion [35,47,48]. Thruster performance was demon-
strated on these mixtures reaching an operational anode efficiency of
27% [48] with further work underway. Due to the complex nature of
mixed propellant behavior and the scarcity of performance data, this
study does not analyze them further.
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Fig. 4. Thrust, specific impulse and efficiency vs power for Hall thrusters operating on [35].
3. Condensable propellants

The second category of propellants that can be defined are con-
densable propellants. Elements in this category produce a high enough
vapor pressure when heated at low ambient pressure to drive a gaseous
flow through either a feed system or directly in the discharge chamber,
providing a propellant in gaseous form which can then be ionized.
Without heat input, the propellant reverts to the initial phase through
condensation. Condensable propellants considered are mostly solid
elements such as iodine [25,50,51], bismuth [22,52,53], zinc and mag-
nesium [21,23,54], but also metals found in a liquid state near ambient
conditions, such as caesium and mercury [55–57]. Table 1 summarizes
the physical characteristics of condensable propellants that have been
investigated, with xenon and krypton included for comparison.

A short introduction to propellant heating and transport follows
for the purpose of defining the individual limitations of condens-
able propellants. An investigation into the usage considerations and
performance in Hall thrusters for each element is then presented.

3.1. Heating power penalty

Unlike gaseous propellants condensable propellants require addi-
tional thermal energy to phase change. This can be considered the
power penalty associated with condensable propellants usage, which
should be estimated for a fair comparison with gaseous alternatives. We
present a simplified investigation into the achievable vapor pressure 𝑝𝑉
of an element at a specific heater power input.

A variety of equations may be used to relate vapor pressure to the
temperature of the propellant as a result of sublimation/evaporation
including the Clausius–Clapeyron equation, Antoine equation, or other
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empirical estimations dependent on the element of interest [58,59].
Propellant vapor pressure equations are described as a function of
propellant temperature constructed with element specific coefficients
derived from experimental data. The Antoine equation is presented as
an example of such an equation [58]

log 𝑝𝑉 = 𝐴 − 𝐵
𝐶 + 𝑇

. (1)

where A, B, and C are substance and phase specific coefficients. In
this study, the Antoine equation is used to represent iodine data [60].
However, not all the propellants presented fit the template of Eq. (1).
Consequently, the vapor pressure curves of bismuth, zinc, magnesium
and cadmium are described by other empirical relations [53,61].

Vapor pressures curves for a selection of condensable propellants
are illustrated in Fig. 5. The resulting vapor pressure for different ele-
ments varies by several orders of magnitude at one target temperature.
Bismuth, magnesium, zinc and cadmium show a slow to moderate
vapor pressure increase with temperature while iodine exhibits a high
vapor pressure increase at low temperature increments. Data in Fig. 5
show that cadmium and zinc present a similar temperature–pressure
behavior with a relatively low peak vapor pressure (15 Pa and 21 Pa,
respectively) at their melting points (321.1 ◦C and 419.5 ◦C, respec-
tively). Magnesium can achieve a much higher vapor pressure whilst
still in solid form (390 Pa), before reaching its melting point (650 ◦C).

Iodine presents the highest vapor pressure (>23 kPa) out of all the
condensable propellant options at a very low temperature input (up to
120 ◦C).

Bismuth can achieve a significant vapor pressure (20 Pa) only above
800 ◦C past its melting point (271.4 ◦C).

It is important to also note the lower end of the vapor pressure–
temperature curve. This shows that cadmium, zinc, magnesium and
Table 1
Physical properties of several previously investigated propellants for Hall thrusters. *Data at 14 MPa, 50 ◦C, from NIST
database. [21,49].

Xe Kr I Mg Zn Bi Cd Hg Cs

Mass (u) 131.3 83.8 126.9 24.3 65.4 209 112.4 200.6 132.9
Ionization Properties

First ionization energy (eV) 12.1 14 10.5 7.6 9.4 7.3 8.9 10.4 3.9
Peak cross section (Å

2
) 4.8 3.7 6 8 5 8 – 8.3 9.4

Storage and Handling
Density STP (g/cm3) 1.6* 0.5* 4.9 1.7 7.1 9.8 8.7 13.5 1.9
Melting point (◦C) −112 −157 113.7 650 420 271 321 −39 28
Vapor pressure at melting point (Pa) – – 2.34e+4 384.01 21.49 7.5e−3 15.34 – –
Toxicity/difficulty to handle – – Med. Med. Low Low High High High
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Fig. 5. Vapor pressure versus temperature for a selection of Hall thruster solid propellants. Propellant phase: solid — solid line; liquid — dashed line; Vapor pressure equations
and coefficients sourced from: Mg [61]; Zn [61]; Cd [61]; Bi [53]; I [60].
Fig. 6. Vapor pressure curves for solid propellants versus estimated heater power. Propellant phase: solid — solid line; liquid — dashed line; Vapor pressure equations and
coefficients sourced from: Mg [61]; Zn [61]; Cd [61]; Bi [53]; I [60].
bismuth will not significantly sublimate (vapor pressures lower than
10−5 Pa close to 100 ◦C) unless heated above an element specific
temperature threshold (for Cd ≈ 210 ◦C; Zn ≈ 280 ◦C; Mg ≈ 370 ◦C;
𝐼2 ≈ 0 ◦C; Bi ≈ 610 ◦C) which suggests that condensation on unheated
surfaces will not act as a secondary sublimation site for cadmium, zinc,
magnesium and bismuth. Iodine on the other hand can produce more
than 30 Pa at 25 ◦C which implies a higher likelihood of secondary
propellant sublimation upon surface condensation, increasing the risk
of contamination propagation.

In essence, a certain surface temperature leads to a consequent sub-
limation rate hence a vapor pressure (Eq. (1)). To maintain the surface
at a required temperature a certain amount of energy is required to
balance the heat losses. Assuming radiative heat loss from the surface
of the propellant as the dominant loss mechanism, independent of pro-
pellant tank design, and discarding conductive losses and phase change
losses which would vary depending on the system architecture, vapor
pressure can be tied to heater power required to maintain the surface
temperature balance through the application of the Stefan–Boltzmann
law

𝑃 = 𝜖𝜎𝐴(𝑇 4 − 𝑇 4 ). (2)
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𝑠 𝑎𝑚𝑏
The advantage of this simplified approach is that it is propellant
centric and as a result removes the influence of the storage and de-
livery architecture allowing a peer to peer comparison of propellants.
Using a fixed average emissivity value of 𝜖 = 0.15 (corresponding
approximately to a machined metallic surface) and an arbitrary sample
surface area of 𝐴 = 0.025 m2 (equivalent to a square surface with
a side length of 15.8 cm, representing a relatively small propellant
tank suitable for a thruster in the 100 W–1 kW power class), vapor
pressure versus input power curves can be drawn for selected elements
as shown in Fig. 6. The most power efficient condensable propellant
is iodine requiring approximately 5 W to produce a very high vapor
pressure > 104 Pa at this scale. Cadmium and zinc require a higher input
power; more than 26 W and 50 W respectively to achieve an exploitable
vapor pressure of approximately 20 Pa. Given its high melting point,
magnesium can operate at a much wider power interval from 85 W
to 150 W, producing a higher vapor pressure than zinc and cadmium.
Finally, bismuth requires upwards of 300 W to sustain a vapor pressure
of more than 20 Pa at this scale.

Experimental results are presented to acknowledge the capabili-
ties and limitations of this analysis. Low powers Hall thrusters (50
W–200 W) operating on iodine required between 5 W to 10 W to
sublimate the propellant and sustain operational vapor pressure within
the tank [62–64]. Zinc, experimental data suggest that between 30 W
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𝑚

Fig. 7. Sublimation/evaporation curves for solid propellants versus temperature. Propellant phase: solid — solid line; liquid — dashed line; Vapor pressure equations and coefficients
sourced from: Mg [61]; Zn [61]; Cd [61]; Bi [53]; I [60].
to 50 W were needed for the propellant tank to sustain the flow
rates required by a 100 W thruster [65,66] through sublimation. Hall
thrusters operated on magnesium (1–2 kW) required 100–600 W for
the heater while higher power thrusters (2–3 kW) required 500–1.2 kW
heating power [67]. Bismuth evaporation data is scarce, with some
reports suggesting a few kilowatts of power required for propellant
vaporization and transport (for a >100 kW thruster) [68] while others
state an estimate of >150 W (for a 25 kW thruster) [53].

While low power Hall thrusters show some agreement with the
predicted heating power requirements derived in Fig. 6, higher power
thrusters are more sensitive to system level losses. Propellant can
phase change in the heating process resulting in a considerably higher
emissivity [69], that leads to higher radiative losses. Input heater power
is heavily influenced by the mass of the propellant, exposed propellant
area and propellant storage and delivery system architecture since
the propellant storage in turn suffers heat loss through radiation and
conduction increasing losses in larger thrusters.

In many cases sublimation/evaporation of a condensable propellant
occurs externally in a propellant tank and as a result the gaseous pro-
pellant must also flow to the discharge chamber through a feed system,
incurring additional losses that impact the input heater power. The flow
transport characteristics of condensable propellants are discussed in the
following section.

3.2. Propellant transport

The Hertz–Knudsen equation can be used to predict the mass flow
rate resulting from sublimation/evaporation from a free surface. As-
suming that the distribution of gas particle velocities is Maxwellian and
that particles do not interact with each other, the flux of gas particles
from a surface is given by [70]

�̇�
𝐴𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛

=
𝑝𝑉

√

2𝜋𝑀𝑘0𝑇
, (3)

where �̇� is the flow rate of particles, 𝐴𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛 the area of the evaporating
surface, and 𝑀 the mass of the particles. Accounting for ambient
pressure and converting from particle flux to mass flow rate, the mass
flow rate of sublimated/evaporated propellant from a free surface is

̇ 𝑠 =
(𝑝𝑉 − 𝑝𝑎𝑚𝑏)𝐴𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛

√

𝑀
√

2𝜋𝑘0𝑇
. (4)

For a constant ambient pressure and surface area, the sublima-
tion/evaporation mass flow rate depends on propellant temperature as
shown in Fig. 7. A similar trend to the vapor pressure curves is expected
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and observed. Using Eq. (4) high propellant sublimation/evaporation
rates are achievable with every condensable propellants.

In the particular case of an exposed anode built from the propellant
material this mass flow rate becomes the direct propellant injection
rate, a design successfully investigated by Michigan Tech. [23]. How-
ever, the derived evaporation/sublimation mass flow rate is a mislead-
ing factor when considering other propellant feed systems that do not
sublimate/evaporate directly in the discharge channel. Many propellant
delivery systems using condensable propellants include relatively small
pipework between the propellant tank, where the propellant sublima-
tion/evaporation generally occurs, and the thruster channel [21,51,64,
71]. This can lead to constriction of gas flow, and a reduction in the
actual mass flow rate achieved. Using the Darcy-Weisbach equation
a simple propellant transport mass flow rate estimation through a
conventional circular feed can be expressed with the following form

𝛥𝑝
𝐿

= 𝑓𝐷 ⋅
𝜌𝑣2𝑚
2𝐷

, (5)

where 𝛥𝑝 represents the pressure difference between the saturated
propellant vapor and the ambient conditions, 𝐿 and 𝐷 the length
and diameter of the feed, 𝑣𝑚 the mean flow velocity and 𝑓𝐷 the
friction factor which can be regarded as a function of the 𝑅𝑒 number.
Introducing the transport propellant flow rate as a function of mean
velocity, the equation can be rearranged to give

�̇�𝑡 = 𝜋

√

𝜌𝛥𝑝𝐷5

8𝐿𝑓𝐷
. (6)

Within this equation the most important parameters are the pressure
differential, the feed system dimensions and the friction factor.

In the particular case of iodine, the pressure differential is very high
(>104 Pa) at a low power input (5 W) in vacuum conditions (Figs. 5 and
6). Therefore, iodine functions in a similar manner to a pressurized
propellant, with no flow rate limitation due to pipe frictional losses.
This helps to make iodine widely suitable across different thruster sizes
(with varying associated flow rates).

Other condensable propellants (Mg, Zn, Cd, Bi) require a higher
power input to produce an exploitable pressure differentials (Fig. 6).
In an effort to minimize power it is desirable to operate at the lowest
possible propellant vapor pressure for transport. Yet at this point, the
feed dimensions and friction factor may become flow restrictive.

The cross-sectional area of the feed system is the most important
factor at facilitating propellant transport, and hence at reducing re-
quired heater power. The diameter of the feed system can be maximized
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and the length of the feed reduced to improve the gas phase flow
transport rate according to Eq. (6). However, this method is limited
by the size of the thruster and its components such as anode and
discharge channel, specifically its diameter and height. This further
implies a thruster size limitation with certain propellants. For example,
in a small 100 W Hall thruster with a 5 mm discharge channel height,
the annular anode width calculated from the outer–inner diameter
difference cannot exceed 5 mm. As the main propellant distribution
point, the anode connects to the propellant feed. Consequentially, the
anode feed diameter cannot exceed the 5 mm height of the thruster
discharge channel in a conventional design imposing a limit on the
𝐷 term in Eq. (6). Multiple propellant feeds can be connected to the
anode to partially overcome this phenomenon, however the number
of propellant feeds connected to the anode distributor is still bound
by the limited small dimensions of the thruster. With a thruster size
limit on the diameter, other parameters become important in propellant
transport.

The friction factor 𝑓𝐷 has a strong dependency on the Reynolds
number, with values > 5 (when 𝑅𝑒 < 10) to < 0.005 (𝑅𝑒 > 108) [72–
74]. In a laminar, low speed circular pipe flow, the friction factor may
be estimated based on a simple Reynolds dependency [73]

𝑓𝐷 = 64
𝑅𝑒

. (7)

In other flow regimes, the friction factor relates differently to the
Reynolds number yet still holds its strong dependency [72–74]. Subse-
quently, the Reynolds number is defined as the ratio of inertial forces
to viscous forces

𝑅𝑒 =
𝜌𝑢𝐷
𝜇

. (8)

With a lower Reynolds number, viscosity is more prevalent conse-
quently increasing the friction factor by a few orders of magnitude. In
the limit case of continuum laminar flow at low 𝑅𝑒 (𝑅𝑒 < 10, 𝑓𝐷 >
5) a viscosity estimation for the propellant becomes important. This
is because in a fixed feed diameter case, the viscosity–friction factor
dependency may inhibit transport at a minimum pressure differential
(which is the most desirable operation point for power efficiency)
resulting in a higher power draw to increase the pressure differential
to overcome the effect.

We further estimate the viscosity of condensable propellants gas
phase to assess which elements are more prone to propellant transport
issues at lower thruster scales and input heater power. In the absence of
other experimental data, viscosity can be estimated using the following
equation [75]

𝜇 =
16.64𝑇

√

𝑀

𝜎2
√

𝜖∕𝑘
, (9)

where 𝑇 represents the gas temperature, 𝑀 represents the molec-
ular mass, 𝜎 the collision diameter of the element and 𝜖∕𝑘 is the
Lennard-Jones depth of potential-energy minimum [76].

The resulting viscosity estimation is shown in Fig. 8 for the most
likely operational temperature range of each propellant. Heavier el-
ements such as bismuth, cadmium and zinc are more viscous at op-
erational temperatures, therefore more resistive to transport at a low
pressure differential required to minimize power. Experimental obser-
vations with zinc show that propellant transport is difficult at low
vapor pressure due to viscous effects [65,66]. Elements such as mag-
nesium and iodine present a lower viscosity and higher vapor pressure
facilitating transport at most temperatures.

The viscosity of the condensable propellants studied is higher by
an order or magnitude or less compared to other gasses such as xenon
or krypton at normal conditions of temperature and pressure. Conse-
quently, the resulting friction factor can vary by two orders of magni-
tude in the case of condensable propellants with a cascading effect on
propellant transport flow rates.
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Fig. 8. Viscosity versus temperature for gas phase elements in their respective
operational temperature range.

Therefore, the resistive effect of viscosity is limited but not negligi-
ble in estimating a propellant power requirement. Propellant transport
is further complicated by the local or global flow regime changes within
the geometry of the feed system. A Knudsen number analysis coupled
with a feed architecture specific flow model is critical in optimizing the
power expenditure in condensable propellant usage.

3.3. Propellant storage and delivery

Although condensable propellants are mostly solid at normal tem-
perature and pressure as highlighted by Fig. 6, the propellant phase
may change during the heating process, if higher pressure differentials
are required (with the exception of iodine). This affects the design
of the storage and delivery system. Propellants such as iodine and
magnesium can be used in solid form with the production of gas phase
propellant through sublimation while zinc, cadmium and bismuth are
most likely to become liquid at operational temperatures producing the
gas phase propellant through evaporation. Sloshing, uneven heating
and filter permeation may become important concerns with operation
on a liquid phase propellant.

A variety of propellant storage and delivery solutions have been
developed for condensable propellants [21–23,51,66]. Among them,
two broad design categories can be identified based on the location
where the gas phase propellant is generated.

The first category can be defined as localized evaporation/
sublimation at the anode. In this case, a heated anode is made out
of the propellant itself with the propellant/anode undergoing direct
sublimation in the discharge chamber during thruster operation [23,54]
(Fig. 9). The major advantage of the system is minimal heater power us-
age as the propellant is heated by the discharge, reducing significantly
the power requirements for gas phase generation. The main limitation
lies in the reduced volume of propellant that can be held within the
discharge channel of the thruster. Alternatively, liquid phase propellant
can be fed to a porous heated anode which evaporates the propellant
in the discharge chamber [22,53] (Fig. 10).

This method is more suitable for propellants where the required
sublimation/evaporation rate is above the melting point of the pro-
pellant. Bismuth is the best example for this design approach as the
propellant bulk, held within the delivery system, can be heated at 280 ◦

C just above the melting point, and fed in liquid state to the anode,
which evaporates the bismuth at 1000–1200 ◦C. This is more energy
efficient than heating the bulk propellant and the feed system together
at 1000–1200 ◦C. The main disadvantage of the system is the need for a
propellant delivery system that can operate at high temperature, either
using pressurized gas [22] or electromagnetic pumps [53].

The second category can be defined by external (tank) evapora-
tion/sublimation and propellant gas phase transport to the anode [21,
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Fig. 9. Solid anode propellant delivery system.

Fig. 10. Porous anode propellant delivery system.

Fig. 11. Gas distributor anode propellant delivery system.

51,64] (Fig. 11). External tanks have been commonly used with smaller
amounts of propellant and also with lower operating temperature
propellants [51]. This system is used mostly with iodine where gas
phase generation is very cheap from an energy point of view (5–
10 W needed for >104 Pa), resulting in a need for an additional
flow control system for the high pressure vapor [71,77,78]. For flow
control, thermal throttles [71], a controlled geometric restriction [77],
or a heated standard flow controller has been used. The external tank
design is suitable for use both with sublimating propellants [66], or
liquid-propellant containing tanks that feed propellant vapor [21]. The
disadvantage of the system is the additional energy expenditure on feed
line heating which must be maintained above the melting point of the
propellant to prevent deposition.

As a result the propellant storage and delivery system is dependent
on the selected mission profile, spacecraft specifications and thruster
class as well as the type of condensable propellant used. A review
of the performance achievements and particularities of condensable
propellants is presented next.

3.4. Liquid metal propellants — caesium and mercury

The first propellants used in electric propulsion were of a condens-
able nature. In the early 1960’s Pinsley et al. [55] investigated the
use of caesium as a propellant within Hall thrusters, a propellant of
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interest in gridded ion thrusters at the time. This study investigated
Hall thrusters using both electron impact and contact ionization of
caesium [40]. The caesium Hall thruster produced a maximum thrust
of 78.3 mN at an 𝐼𝑠𝑝 of 1600 s and a peak anode efficiency of 40%.
Caesium was further used in single and two stage anode layer thrusters
resulting in an 𝐼𝑠𝑝 of 1500 s and 3000 s respectively [79]. Alternatively,
contact thrusters were designed to operate with caesium exploiting ease
of ionization upon contact with a charged tungsten electrode [80].
Gridded ion thrusters were the main platform for mercury develop-
ment in the 1960s and 70s [81,82] which culminated with an in
orbit demonstration on the SERT I and SERT II missions. Although
it demonstrated successful operation, conductive mercury deposition
between the accelerator grid plates caused a thruster failure in the SERT
II spacecraft [83]. Between the 1960s and 70 s research was undertaken
in Germany with Hall thrusters tested on mercury propellants [40].
Several mercury Hall thrusters were developed: HIT 4 (1970) with
input power up to 2.5 kW with efficiency in the 30% range; HIT 2
(1972) input power up to 500 W and efficiency in the 32% range; HIT
3 (1973) with input powers ranging from 100 W to 500 W, with a peak
efficiency of 45%.

Work/research on mercury and caesium ion thrusters discontinued
in the mid to late 1970s. Mercury presents high toxicity [84]. Caesium
is highly reactive and pyrophoric [85] making it a hazardous substance
to store, transport and use in ground testing facilities. Mercury, cae-
sium and their respective ions pose significant threat to the materials
that make up the spacecraft due to their corrosive nature [86,87]. In
thruster usage, the corrosive effects limit the lifetime and pose signifi-
cant threats to contact components. In comparison xenon was found to
be inert, easy to use, and unaffecting of spacecraft components, offering
good performance. Consequently, xenon replaced mercury and caesium
as the default propellant in electric thrusters, starting with the Meteor
6 satellite in 1971 [2].

3.5. Solid metal propellants — bismuth, magnesium and zinc

In the search for viable alternative propellants to xenon several
metals have been suggested and investigated for use with Hall thrusters,
in particular bismuth, magnesium, and zinc [21,23,88]. Other metals
have been investigated, such as cadmium [89], but details are limited.

The wide range of physical properties exhibited by metal propel-
lants is listed in Table 1. The variety in molecular mass and ionization
characteristics suggests the most suited metal propellant may depend
on the thruster power range, thruster size and mission scenario. Most
metals possess a higher or equal density at ambient conditions to pres-
surized xenon, enabling a more optimal volume distribution within the
spacecraft whilst eliminating the need for a pressurized tank. However,
the propellant tank and feed system require heating to produce the
gaseous phase ready for ionization and acceleration which represents
their main drawback. The advantage of metallic propellant use is the
financial savings associated with cheaper propellants, a more compact
propulsion system that is not at the cost of a lower total impulse, and
the availability of propellant for in-situ harvesting and usage.

As the largest non-radioactive element bismuth could potentially
offer superior performance to xenon based thrusters. Its high mass
results in a theoretically higher thrust-to-power ratio than is possible
with xenon, which is beneficial for decreasing maneuver times and
increasing payload mass [22,52]. From Table 1 it can be seen that
bismuth offers very high storage density, six times that of xenon. The
ionization properties of bismuth are also appealing, as it has both a
low first ionization energy and a high peak ionization cross section.
Bismuth provides significant economic advantages over xenon, with
bismuth being approximately twenty times less expensive.

There are also significant disadvantages associated with bismuth as
a propellant which make its use more appealing in large, high power
thrusters. An inherent low vapor pressure incurs considerable power
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expenditure towards heating the propellant in order to produce a func-
tional gaseous mass flow rate suitable for a Hall thruster. Temperatures
of more than 760 ◦C are required to obtain a vapor pressure above 10
Pa which also phase changes the solid bismuth into a liquid due to its
low melting point of 271.4 ◦C (Fig. 6). The required parasitic power to
heat the propellant and prevent condensation can be estimated using
the analysis presented in this paper to exceed 150–200 W.

Consequentially, bismuth may be particularly suitable for high
power Hall thrusters (above 5–10 kW), where the propellant heating
will be a proportionally smaller power requirement. Developed in the
1970’s in the USSR the TsNIIMASH D-160 Thruster with Anode Layer
(TAL) Hall Thruster evaporated bismuth from a reservoir using ohmic
heating of a thin walled molybdenum propellant tube. It operated
between 20 kW and 140 kW at an anode efficiency of 70%, and pro-
duced an Isp of 4000–8000 s [68]. The VHITAL-160 thruster developed
primarily in the United States in collaboration with the TsNIIMASH
company was designed to improve upon the original bismuth thruster,
and to bring the feed system closer to a flight ready model [53].
Bismuth was heated to liquid form to flow through the delivery system,
and near the anode a heated porous carbon plug acted to vaporize the
propellant. For both the D-160 and the VHITAL thrusters reports state
that between 150 W to 1 kW of additional power was required for the
vaporization of the bismuth propellant and to prevent condensation in
the feed system [53,68]. Given the high temperature requirements of
bismuth and the inherent low vapor pressure that incurs high heater
power penalties, the feed system architecture is limited to a porous
anode propellant delivery system with either a self contained bismuth
reservoir or a liquid bismuth feed system. In both cases the thermal
system power expenditure is high.

The contamination of the spacecraft by bismuth propellant is a
significant concern. A study of potential impact of thin film deposition
of bismuth on spacecraft surfaces identified that a bismuth thruster
may have significant impact on the optical, thermal, and electrical
properties of surrounding materials [90]. Several potential methods
of mitigating these issues have been investigated, with the use of a
simple shield seeming to be particularly effective [22,90,91]. However,
thermal control of spacecraft surfaces is not a viable solution to prevent
bismuth vapor condensation, given the high temperature that would be
required to achieve a positive vapor pressure.

At the opposite end of the atomic mass spectrum, magnesium has
been investigated as an alternative propellant for Hall thrusters [23,
24,92,93]. The physical characteristics of magnesium are described in
Table 1. Magnesium is a light metal (5.7 times lower density than
bismuth and 8.6 times smaller atomic mass) with a high melting point
whilst capable of producing vapor pressures of hundreds of Pascals,
and with a significantly lower cost than xenon. Magnesium possesses
a high ionization cross-section and a low first ionization energy level,
making it efficient to ionize, although its low mass implies a high
propellant velocity through the thruster channel which may decrease
the ionization collision frequency. Theoretically high specific impulse
is achievable, making magnesium an efficient propellant for the mid to
high power thrusters. Magnesium is stored at a similar density to pres-
surized xenon, and requires temperatures of up to 600 ◦C to produce a
relatively high vapor pressure > 100 Pa (Fig. 5). At these temperatures,
he propellant is still solid with vapor created through sublimation,
implifying the propellant tank design and power requirements (50–
0 W needed — Fig. 6). A much higher vapor pressure is achievable
hrough evaporation after magnesium phase changes to a liquid at a
onsiderably higher power input (>104 Pa at 100–150 W — Fig. 6). This
ehavior makes magnesium suitable for both medium power thrusters
1 kW and above) as well as high power thrusters (5–10 kW and above).

Magnesium has low toxicity and it is not considered to be hazardous
o health. Magnesium however has a high reactivity. The high purity
ubstance may spontaneously ignite on contact with air or moisture
n powdered form producing toxic fumes. It can react violently with
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trong oxidants and other substances becoming a fire and explosion
hazard if stored improperly. Natural MgO layer formation reduces the
risk of reactivity in ground operations with solid magnesium being
more stable than powder form. In spite of the inherent risk, usage in
controlled conditions has not proven to be problematic in aerospace
applications [94].

Some unique advantages of magnesium that have been considered
in literature include the availability of magnesium in both Martian and
lunar regolith [21]. This would potentially allow for the refueling of
magnesium fed thrusters for further exploration or for a return journey
with in-situ propellant processing. Secondly, due to its high reactivity,
magnesium is also suitable for use as a fuel in chemical rockets, with
a predicted specific impulse of above 200 s and 270 s when combined
with CO2 and H20 respectively [95,96]. This could offer the possibility
of a dual mode propulsion system.

Zinc is another high density metal that has been investigated as
an alternative propellant for Hall thrusters, often in conjunction with
magnesium [21,23,24]. A zinc atom is 2.7 times heavier than a mag-
nesium atom, yet still half the mass of a xenon atom, and as such
may be suited to missions requiring large changes in velocity, or those
that are severely mass constrained. Zinc is stored as a solid at four
times the density of xenon and magnesium, approaching the density
of bismuth. The melting point of zinc at 419.5 ◦C is lower than that of
magnesium at 650 ◦C. However, the achievable vapor pressure below
the melting point is low at up to 21 Pa (Fig. 5). Coupled with the
high viscosity of zinc, usage in solid form through direct sublimation
is challenging [65,66]. Past its melting point > 103 Pa are achievable
at 50 W input power (Fig. 6). This makes zinc a suitable propellant for
medium power thrusters (1 kW and above).

Zinc is also more straight forward to ionize than xenon, as despite
having a similar cross section of ionization the first ionization energy
is approximately 25% lower. Zinc is also considered to be non-toxic
with relatively low reactivity as a solid. It becomes more reactive in
a powder form with water, sulfur, strong acids and bases, chlorinated
solvents, amines and cadmium. In powder form, it can ignite in air,
however it is generally stable in cool dry places [97]. Financially, zinc
is one of the lowest cost metals at over 100 times less expensive than
xenon [98].

Previous research targeted testing of zinc and magnesium in con-
junction and as such the technologies tested are presented together.
As with all solid metal propellants, significant challenges are faced in
the design of the propellant feed system. Feed systems for zinc and
magnesium have adopted a similar design to bismuth with a heated
external tank that melts the propellant to maximize the available vapor
pressure [21]. Other feed systems have used a zinc/magnesium wire
feed in which localized heating of the wire end is used to produce the
gaseous propellant [21]. Both of these systems allow for greater control
over the mass flow to the Hall thruster channel, yet may involve a
higher system complexity and heating requirements.

Similar to bismuth, direct evaporation of magnesium and zinc from
a porous hollow anode has been investigated, as well as the direct usage
of a machined zinc and magnesium anode [23,54]. The direct evapo-
ration of a solid zinc anode was tested successfully. Thermal control
was maintained using inert ‘shim’ electrodes placed within the channel,
which served to intercept a fraction of the discharge current preventing
run-away heating of the anode. This method provides a good measure
of control over the anode heating and propellant generation [99].

An overview of the available performance data is shown in com-
parison to xenon and krypton data in Figs. 12 13 14. Overall, zinc
magnesium and bismuth propellant performance data is scarce with few
data points present. Thrust to power ratios of 49 mN/kW have been
achieved in a Busek BHT-1500 Hall thruster at a discharge potential
of 250 V with zinc while the specific impulse at 250 V, 1 kW was
reported at > 2100 s [21]. A modified Aerojet BPT 2000 operating on
magnesium achieved 34 mN of thrust at 200 V and 39 mN at 300 V
with 1.7 mg/s of propellant. The specific impulse was reported at 2000

s for 200 V and upwards of 2700 s for 300 V. The anode efficiency
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Fig. 12. Thrust vs anode power for Hall thruster operating on metallic propellants.

Fig. 13. Specific impulse vs anode power for Hall thruster operating on metallic
propellants.

was found to be 23% using magnesium which is substantially lower
than the 40% anode efficiency of the thruster operating on xenon
at approximately equivalent molar flow rates [24]. However, both
thrusters used were designed specifically for xenon operation. Bismuth
operation was also demonstrated by Busek on a modified BHT-1500
thruster. The measured thrust peaked at 73.4 mN at 1 kW discharge
power. Maximum anode efficiency reached 64% at 880 W discharge
power and 1888 s specific impulse [22]. At the same power level,
bismuth outperforms xenon in terms of thrust and efficiency yet incurs
significant power expenditure for propellant vaporization.

3.6. Iodine

The use of iodine as a propellant for both ion and Hall type thrusters
was proposed in 2000 by Dressler et al. [100] and in 2001 by Tver-
dokhlebov and Semenkin [50]. Since then it has been the focus of
considerable research and testing [25,64,101–103] with proven in-orbit
demonstration on gridded ion thrusters [51]. This achievement follows
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Fig. 14. Efficiency vs anode power for Hall thruster operating on metallic propellants.

substantial work in developing gridded ion thrusters and cusp field
thrusters for iodine use [104–107].

Iodine can also be categorized as a molecular propellant since it
can be found in a two atom configuration. For the purpose of clarity
it is evaluated in the condensable category. It has a similar atomic
mass and first ionization energy to xenon, and consequently is cursorily
capable of offering similar performance. Iodine is also a more abundant
resource, therefore having a fraction of the cost of xenon.

The physical and ionization properties of iodine are summarized in
Table 1. At normal temperature and pressure iodine is a high density
solid (3 times the pressurized density of xenon) which can sublimate
substantially. With a decrease in pressure and increase in temperature,
iodine can achieve high vapor pressure up to 23 kPa at the melting
point (113.7 ◦C — Fig. 5). Therefore only moderate heating of 5–
10 W is required to raise the temperature of the propellant to sustain
sufficient flow rates. The uniquely high vapor pressure resulting from a
low thermal input allows iodine to also be used in other thruster types
such as cold gas thrusters [77]. The solid storage of iodine presents
advantages over xenon as no pressure vessels are required, reducing
system complexity and allowing for the storage tank shape to vary
such that it can integrate more easily inside the spacecraft volume. The
ionization potential for molecular and atomic iodine (9.4 eV and 10.5
eV respectively) is significantly lower than that of xenon (12.1 eV). In
addition iodine’s dissociation energy is only 1.54 eV, and consequently
the process of combined dissociation and first ionization of a single
iodine atom will occur from an energy input of 11.99 eV, which closely
matches the ionization energy of xenon [100]. At higher energies the
process of dissociation and first ionization of both iodine atoms occurs
at an energy of 22.5 eV, which is lower than the energy required to
produce two xenon ions [100].

Plume diagnostics of a 200 W iodine fed Hall thruster have indicated
that dissociation is dominant, with 𝐼+ species accounting for > 95%
of the exhaust plume by mole fraction [25]. However, given that the
energetic effects of dissociation are minimal, iodine thrusters have
been shown to offer close to identical performance to those using
xenon [101]. Examination of the exhaust plume of iodine thrusters
has also shown that a more collimated beam can be produced with
iodine, particularly at higher powers, contributing to its good perfor-
mance [103].

Iodine is a member of the halogen group of elements, and as a
result it is reactive. This impacts both the inner surfaces in contact
with iodine propellant as well as potentially the surface of the space-

craft. Research shows that refractory metal behavior is favorable in
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a saturated iodine vapor although localized pitting in long exposure
times is present [63]. Other metallic substances and polymers have
shown accelerated corrosion with more detrimental behavior in lighter
transition metals [63]. The long term impact of iodine on testing and
spacecraft surfaces was identified at an early stage of development as
one of the primary barriers to the adoption of iodine [68,100]. In order
to test safely iodine-based systems specialized equipment is required,
such as refrigerated exhaust collection panels [102,108]. Plume shields
have also been tested to determine if a simple barrier can be used
in test facilities to prevent the degradation of surfaces [103]. These
experiments have shown that surface coatings, such as nickel plating,
provide the greatest protection to test surfaces, while simple plume
shields were ineffective. Vacuum chamber effects and reflection may
amplify reaction rates between the propellant and spacecraft surfaces
as seen with metallic propellant reflective deposition [67].

A secondary system wide concern is propellant surface deposition.
Thermal control of spacecraft surfaces has been suggested as a method
of preventing deposition [68,103]. This method was demonstrated

Fig. 15. Thrust vs anode power for Hall thruster operating on iodine.

Fig. 16. Specific impulse vs anode power for Hall thruster operating on iodine.
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Fig. 17. Efficiency vs anode power for Hall thruster operating on iodine.

on the SERT-II mission, which collected mercury deposition rates via
the surface contamination experiment [87]. The majority of surfaces
showed no signs of mercury condensate [87]. Examination of the
deposition rate versus the evaporation rate of iodine was performed
by Szabo et al. [103], and showed that for a 1 kW thruster there was
no accumulation of iodine above −75 ◦C.

Propellant feed systems are also an area of active research for
iodine-fed Hall thrusters. Several difficulties are faced by these systems,
such as thermal management and heating of feed pipework, material
compatibility and corrosion prevention, and flow control. Iodine is a
brittle material that does not adhere well to heating surfaces with
superficial mechanical processing of the element. Instead, it must be
melted and cast on or within the heating system to achieve efficient
packing and heat conduction. Iodine only requires modest heating (up
to an approximate working temperature of 80–100 ◦C — approximately
5 W of power is required) in order to substantially sublimate and
produce a high vapor pressure of more than 2 kPa. Due to the con-
densable nature of the propellant, the wetted area within the propellant
feed and transport system must also be maintained above the melting
temperature to prevent clogging and deposition [64]. The parasitic
power requirements for the propellant and feed heating system are low
in the order of up to 5–10 W, one of the lowest in all condensable
propellants. The high vapor pressure of iodine resembles that of a
pressurized gaseous propellant requiring the flow to be restricted to
the desired rate. Flow control has been demonstrated with a standard
flow controller [109] as well as with a temperature controlled area
constriction [51].

A comparison between xenon, krypton and iodine is shown in
Figs. 15 16 17. Iodine performance is excellent in Hall thrusters in
particular below 1 kW. Experimental data on the Busek BHT-200
demonstrates high efficiency with iodine as a propellant peaking at
53% anode efficiency at 367 W discharge power [25]. A specific im-
pulse of 2010 s was also demonstrated at 500 W discharge. Iodine was
also used in high power thrusters, specifically the BHT-8000 demon-
strating operation up to 9.5 kW. The highest anode efficiency recorded
was 65% at 2.5 kW discharge power [103].

3.7. Ionization characteristics

The ionization energy is used to estimate the difficulty involved in
ionizing the propellants identified as potential alternatives to xenon.
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Fig. 18. Electron impact ionization cross-sectional area versus electron temperature for
a selection of Hall thruster alternative propellants. Data from: Xe, Kr [110]; Zn, Mg, I,
Cd [111]; Bi [112].

Assuming ionization through electron impact, the relationship between
cross-sectional area and electron temperature is drawn in Fig. 18.

Any energy that is used to ionize the propellant is not available to
be used to generate thrust, therefore elements with lower ionization
energies are capable of more efficient operation. The lowest ioniza-
tion energy is exhibited by bismuth, magnesium, cadmium and zinc
followed by iodine and xenon. The largest ionization cross-sections are
found in bismuth, magnesium, iodine and zinc followed by xenon and
krypton.

Amongst the propellants bismuth and iodine distinguish as having
a higher ionization efficiency than xenon and the other propellants.
Zinc and magnesium however require a lower ionization energy than
xenon. In a Hall thruster that is designed to maximize the propellant
residence time within the discharge chamber, the detrimental effect
of the cross-sectional area on the probability of impact ionization of
zinc and magnesium is reduced. Overall, ionization characteristics of
condensable propellants are more favorable than those of krypton, the
closest competitor to xenon.

4. Molecular propellants

A third class of potential xenon propellant alternatives in Hall
thrusters are molecular propellants. Molecular propellants can offer
a theoretically wide performance band through their highly variable
atomic composition and their respective added mass. The mass of a
molecule can be orders of magnitude greater than the heaviest element,
potentially of interest to applications that require very high thrust-to-
power ratios. Equally, molecular propellants can have a mass similar to
xenon replicating theoretically the performance of the gas. The number
of potential molecular propellants that could be investigated is very
wide, with tailoring of the molecule possible to achieve the ideal per-
formance for a particular mission. Amongst the currently investigated
propellants we find adamantane, triethylamine (TEA), tripropylamine
(TPA), fullerene, water, oxygen, carbon dioxide, and nitrogen.

4.1. Vapor pressure, fragmentation and toxicity

Similar to condensable propellants, some molecular propellants re-
quire heating to sublimate or evaporate their gas phase for ionization.
As a result, an additional power penalty is expected. TEA, TPA and wa-
ter are liquid at normal temperature and pressure while fullerene and
adamantane are solid. TEA, TPA and water are volatile and can achieve
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Fig. 19. Vapor pressure versus temperature for a selection of tested Hall thruster
molecular propellants. Propellant phase: solid — solid line; liquid — dashed line;
Equations from [113–117].

a high vapor pressure without significant heat addition [113–115] and
consequentially a high operational vapor pressure of more than 104 Pa.
Adamantane is found in solid state at normal conditions and produces
vapor through sublimation with little heating [116]. Adamantane, TEA,
TPA and water behave similarly to iodine by producing a high vapor
pressure at low temperature inputs. Therefore, their gas phase flow
rate must be restricted to ensure flow control. Fullerene is a solid and
behaves similarly to bismuth due to the much heavier mass. Substantial
sublimation occurs past 600 ◦C and does not drastically increase with
temperature peaking roughly at 133 Pa close to 720 ◦C. Notably,
fullerene sublimation is highly dependent on purity and thus experi-
mental data show consistent variation in recorded output [117,118].
Similar to condensable propellants, additional power is required to
maintain the feed system hot enough to prevent condensation along the
propellant transport path for adamantane and fullerene as well as for
TEA, TPA and water. Vapor pressure curves for the presented molecular
propellants are shown in Fig. 19.

Other molecular propellants such as oxygen and carbon dioxide are
found in gaseous form and can be utilized in a conventional xenon
propellant storage and delivery system.

Ionizing a molecular propellant without dissociation is a major diffi-
culty and represents the main challenge in high performance operation.
The energy required for the first ionization of a molecule is typically
higher than the bond energies between the molecule constituents.
Molecular dissociation (fragmentation) will therefore occur, reducing
the thrust produced as energy is lost in vibrational and rotational
modes [119]. The exact make up of the fragmented molecules produced
may also be difficult to know a priori.

Typical bond dissociation energies are in the range of 3–5 eV for
symmetric dissociation and 10–13 eV for asymmetric dissociation. In
comparison, typical first ionization energies range from 7–17 eV for
molecular compounds. It should also be highlighted that the peak cross
section of ionization for most substances occurs at 70 eV. The vast
majority of ions created by electron impact are vibrationally excited
well above their dissociation energies, resulting in significant molecular
fragmentation.

In terms of toxicity, water is considered to have the lowest risk.
Oxygen and carbon dioxide can act as toxicants only in high con-
centrations. Other molecular propellants such as adamantane (C10H16)
and fullerene (C60) are considered to also have low toxicity. However,
degradation of the molecules may cause increased carcinogenic risk
upon ingestion [120]. Triethylamine (TEA) and tripropylamine (TPA)
are considered to be toxic, and may be corrosive and inflammable
under certain conditions making them hazardous substances.
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4.2. Adamantane (C10H16)

Several studies have investigated molecular propellants for use
ithin various different electric propulsion systems. Diamondoids are a
roup of materials with some properties that make them favorable for
se as a propellant. The lightest of the group, adamantane (C10H16),

has a mass of 136.24 u, which is similar to that of xenon. It also has
a lower first ionization potential at 9.23 eV [121], has low production
costs, and can be brought into gas phase with only moderate heating. In
solid form the density of adamantane is 1.08 g∕cm3 which is higher than
that of unpressurized xenon. Fragments of adamantane are expected
when electrons above 10.6 eV are present in the plasma [119]. Analysis
of the exhaust plume of a gridded ion thruster operating with pure
adamantane showed significant fragmentation to be occurring [122].
Hall thruster ignition and operation with adamantane was also demon-
strated [123] with both thruster and cathode fueled by sublimated
adamantane. Post experiment inspection of the cathode system showed
significant carbon deposition within the system.

4.3. Tripropylamine (TPA) (C9H21N) and triethylamine (TEA) (C6H15N)

Recent studies have investigated tertiary amines as a propellant
in cylindrical Hall thrusters [26]. Triethylamine (TEA) C6H15N with a
mass of 101.2 u and tripropylamine (TPA) C9H21N with a mass of 143.3
u have been identified as possible propellants. Both propellants have a
lower first ionization energy of 7.53 (TEA) and 7.40 (TPA) compared to
xenon at 12.127 eV. A low power cylindrical Hall thruster was operated
with TEA and TPA successfully [26]. Good performance was achieved,
with efficiencies approximately 20% less than the xenon operation
benchmark on the same thruster. There was firm spectroscopic evidence
of molecular fragmentation occurring within the thruster and plume,
with this being identified as the main cause of lower performance in
comparison to xenon operation. Significant carbon deposits were also
identified within the discharge channel of the thruster [26].

4.4. Fullerene (C60)

Buckminsterfullerene (fullerene C60) has also been investigated for
use as a propellant for ion propulsion systems [124–126]. C60 possesses
a very high mass of 720.66 u, over five times that of xenon, as well as
a low first energy of ionization (7.61 eV) [127] and an extremely large
ionization cross section (25 ∀2) [128]. In order to phase transition the
C60 to a gas, high temperatures are required due to a natural low vapor
pressure [117]. Reports suggest significant thermal fragmentation of
C60 molecules at temperatures exceeding 800◦C and total fragmenta-
tion at temperatures of 1000◦C [126]. Operational temperatures for C60
vaporization are above 600–700 ◦C, close to the thermal fragmentation
threshold. As a result it is difficult to produce C60 in gaseous form
without the thermal energy input dissociating the molecule. Molecular
fragmentation during ionization is also expected to still greatly affect
the performance. Finally, the price of high purity C60 is high compara-
ble to that of xenon making C60 only attractive in specific high thrust
scenarios due to the large mass of the molecule. Hall thruster operation
on fullerene was demonstrated with relatively low efficiencies [129].
The observed performance degraded over time in correlation with in-
creasing heavy carbon deposition on the thruster surface and discharge
chamber. As fragmentation of C60 is likely to occur above the 750–800
◦C temperature threshold, anode/propellant distributor temperatures
may contribute to degradation through fragmentation of the propellant
before ionization occurs. Secondly, processes of electron–ion recombi-
nation, recycling of ions into neutral particles at solid surfaces, charge
exchange between ions and neutrals, and electron attachment to carbon
species may further contribute to carbon buildup on the thruster and
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channel surfaces [129].
4.5. Water (H2O)

The current research effort focuses on the use of water (H2O) as a
propellant in Hall thrusters [130–132]. The advantages of water are
the low cost and low toxicity coupled with wide availability in the
Solar System, unlocking the potential of in-situ propellant acquisition
and utilization [133]. Water is a light propellant with an atomic mass
of 18.02 u, implying a theoretically high specific impulse achievable
in Hall thruster operation [131]. The first ionization energy of water
is 12.65 eV which is close to xenon (12.1 eV) [134,135]. The total
ionization cross sectional area of a water molecule (2.32 ∀2 [134])
however is smaller than that of xenon (5 ∀2) leading to increased
ionization difficulty. Water can be stored in liquid state at higher
densities than krypton or argon yet at lower densities than other
propellants such as iodine or zinc amongst others. Another advantage
of water is the ability to electrolyze the propellant for hydrogen and
oxygen extraction enabling usage of chemical propulsion systems or a
multi-mode electrical–chemical propulsion system [131,136]. Cathode
integration is further simplified since extracted hydrogen may be used
as the cathode propellant [137]. Studies on water usage in hall thrusters
have shown a relatively low efficiency in the order of 4–13% [130,132]
which can be attributed to dissociation as well as plasma instability.
Thruster design parameters have been shown to contribute significantly
to the theoretical performance of water as a propellant [138].

4.6. Oxygen (O2), carbon dioxide (CO2) and nitrogen (N2)

There has been various investigations into the use of other molec-
ular gases within Hall thrusters, in particular within the scope of air
breathing electric propulsion [48,139]. The propellants proposed are
oxygen (O2), carbon dioxide (CO2) and nitrogen (N2) as they can be
found in various percentages within planetary atmospheres in the solar
system. They have wide availability and low price and can be regarded
as non-toxic. The propellants can be used independently or in a mixture
replicating the planetary atmosphere conditions at a certain altitude or
within a different planetary atmosphere.

Carbon dioxide is the heaviest of the three molecules at 44.01
u, oxygen the second at 32 u and nitrogen the lightest at 28.02
u [140]. Given the lower mass of the molecules compared to xenon,
the molecules have faster thermal velocities, and so a shorter residence
time within the discharge channel. The first ionization energies of the
three molecular propellants are 13.78 eV for CO2, 12.07 eV for O2, and
15.58 eV for N2 [140,141], all higher than the first ionization energy
of xenon (12.1 eV) with the exception of O2. Coupled with a smaller
total ionization cross sectional area than xenon at 2.5 ∀2 N2, 2.8 ∀2 O2
and 3.5 ∀2 CO2 [141,142], difficulty in ionization is expected with a re-
duced probability of electron impact. Thruster channel lengths become
important design parameters to increase the ionization rate for these
propellants [142]. Studies on Hall thrusters operating on pure N2, O2
and CO2 are limited [131,142,143] showing poorer efficiency peaking
in the range of 22%–28% anode efficiency compared to operation on
gas mixtures.

Recent studies demonstrate the ignition of the thruster on nitrogen–
oxygen mixtures, with thrust achieved at the mN level [47,144]. Work
has also been completed investigating Hall thrusters using CO2 mix-
tures for operation in the Martian atmosphere [48,145]. Hall thrusters
operating on mixtures of Xe with N2 and air have also been demon-
strated [146]. The current research focus is on the development of air
breathing concepts for very low altitude orbits, of approximately 200
km. Efficiencies as high as 27% have been achieved on atmospheric air
compositions representing altitude of 150 km in Hall thrusters at 2–
2.5 kW [48]. Similarly, Hall thrusters operating on martian atmosphere
composition of predominantly CO2 achieved an overall efficiency in the

range of 20%–25% with thrust to power ratios of 30 mN/kW [48].
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Fig. 20. Thrust vs anode power for Hall thruster operating on molecular propellants.

Fig. 21. Specific impulse vs anode power for Hall thruster operating on molecular
propellants.

4.7. Performance overview

As with most alternative propellants discussed in this study a limited
data set is available for molecular propellants in standard configuration
Hall thrusters. Data on Hall thruster performance on molecular pro-
pellants is shown in Figs. 20, 21, and 22 showcasing thrust, specific
impulse and efficiency for a wide selection of thrusters as well as xenon
and krypton.

In the low power range below 200 W, TEA and TPA show good
performance with higher thrust, efficiency and specific impulse com-
pared to available krypton data. TEA and TPA are very closely matched
in terms of thrust, specific impulse and efficiency with TPA showing
slightly better performance peaking at approximately 18.5% anode
efficiency (TPA). The maximum thrust was approximately 4.3 mN
(TPA) and peak specific impulse 1460 s (TPA) [26]. With controlled
usage to mitigate toxicity risks, TPA and TEA are highlighted as being
promising propellant alternatives to xenon.
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Fig. 22. Efficiency vs anode power for Hall thruster operating on molecular
propellants.

Up to 1 kW, nitrogen has the highest performance with a maximum
anode efficiency of 23% in the available dataset [142]. At this point
the thrust generated is 22.76 mN with a specific impulse of 1114.16 s.

In the upper power bracket above 1 kW, the performance of molecu-
lar propellants is reduced with krypton performing significantly better.
Yet notably, oxygen and carbon dioxide can achieve a high specific
impulse in the range of 1700–2300 s at 1.5–2 kW [48,130] albeit at an
efficiency penalty, peaking at 26% for carbon dioxide. Fullerene is also
a good candidate for high thrust scenarios achieving a maximum thrust
of 33.6 mN [129] yet displaying significant losses due to fragmentation
and other recombination mechanisms. With the added power require-
ments for the propellant phase change, fullerene performs poorly in the
overall assessment compared to other molecular alternatives. Finally
water as a propellant succeeds in achieving a high specific impulse
yet thrust and overall efficiency are low. However, these drawbacks
are offset by the possibility of in-situ propellant utilization along with
the ability to operate chemical thrusters from hydrogen and oxygen
extracted through electrolysis.

The study of alternative molecular propellants is still ongoing with
significant progress being made in the development of a cheaper and
readily available replacement propellant to xenon.

5. Hollow cathode considerations

A hollow cathode is a critical component within Hall thruster sys-
tems, serving to sustain the ionization process, and neutralize the
plume. The cathode is only briefly discussed in this study in the context
of alternative propellant operation.

A typical hollow cathodes consists of a low work function emissive
material that releases electrons through thermionic emission. To avoid
space charge limitations a gas is fed into the hollow cathode, with
typically the same propellant used for the cathode as for the thruster
itself. Therefore, the issue of compatibility between the propellant and
the emissive material is a large concern for the selection of alternative
propellants.

Barium oxide (BaO) impregnated tungsten is perhaps the most
commonly used cathode emissive material with EP systems. Low energy
electrons are produced by heating a barium-on-oxide mono-layer that
forms on the surface of the tungsten matrix. As the barium and barium
oxide is continuously evaporated from the emitter surface, BaO cath-
odes rely on two processes to replenish the surface layer: a chemical
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Fig. 23. Density vs pressure for different gaseous propellant options at a temperature
of 300 K. Data from the NIST database.

reaction with the tungsten matrix to produce the barium, and diffusion
through the matrix that brings the barium to the surface [147]. This
reliance on chemical processes makes BaO cathodes susceptible to
poisoning as electronegative gases such as oxygen can be chemically
adsorbed into the emitter, altering the processes and increasing the
material work function. Operation of BaO hollow cathodes has been
demonstrated noble gases, and also operation using iodine although not
including long term testing [147].

Lanthanum hexaboride (LaB6) is another popular emitter material
that possesses significant flight heritage [24]. LaB6 cathodes are less
sensitive to poisoning than those that use BaO, as there is no reliance on
chemical processes since the entire bulk is emissive. LaB6 cathodes have
been demonstrated successfully with a range of propellants, including
the noble gases but also more reactive elements such as hydrogen, oxy-
gen, and bismuth [148–150]. LaB6 has also been used as the emissive
material within a hollow cathode operating on lithium [151], designed
for use with a very high 𝐼𝑠𝑝 gridded ion thruster [152].

There are currently various other materials under consideration
for use as the insert of an alternative propellant hollow cathode, in
particular for use with iodine [153,154]. One novel insert material
is calcium aluminate electride, C12𝐴7. As well as having a very low
work function, it has been reported to be iodine compatible, although
with operation for only 20 hours [155]. Propellant compatibility with
cathode materials is not only limited to the emissive insert. Highly
reactive propellants such as iodine are known to negatively interact
with steel and tungsten, both of which are commonly used materials in
cathode design [156].

To summarize, hollow cathodes with a high degree of compatibil-
ity is an ongoing area of research, and although initial results look
promising with regard to operation with harder to handle alternative
propellants, further research is required.

6. Propellant density

The density of an element is also of significant importance to its
selection as a propellant. A higher density allows for a greater quantity
of propellant to be stored in a smaller volume. Xenon is the most dense
of the noble gases at 1600 kg∕m3 when stored above 80 bar followed
by krypton and argon as shown in Fig. 23. Unlike xenon, krypton
requires a much higher storage pressure to increase the density making
it less volume efficient. The high pressure vessels required to maintain
higher densities can place limitations on the available space for other
spacecraft systems.

Condensable propellants are naturally much more dense than
gaseous elements, as shown in Fig. 24. Their solid state densities range
from as low as 1738 kg∕m3 in the case of magnesium (slightly higher
than the density of pressurized xenon), to as high as 9747 kg∕m3 in
298
Fig. 24. Density vs temperature for different condensable propellant options: solid —
solid line; liquid — dashed line; Data from [157–160].

Fig. 25. Density vs temperature for different molecular propellant options: solid —
solid line; liquid — dashed line; Data from Merck.

the case of bismuth. However, the density of the propellant registers
a significant drop past the melting point highlighting an important
design consideration. Notably a liquid phase change of bismuth has the
opposite effect of increasing its density by a small margin exceeding
10,000 kg∕m3.

Molecular propellants densities range from 726 kg∕m3 TEA and 756
kg∕m3 TPA in liquid state to 1080 kg∕m3 adamantane and 1650 kg∕m3

fullerene in solid state with water at approximately 1000 kg∕m3. A
comparison of liquid/solid molecular propellants is shown in Fig. 25.
These values are lower than pressurized gaseous alternatives indicating
a larger volume penalty for propellant storage.

7. Financial cost

To provide a complete overview of propellant options, a cost com-
parison of selected propellants is presented. The USD price per kilogram
or liter is shown in Table 2.

The purity of the element is a major factor that influences the
overall cost. Where possible, the highest purity of above 99.99% was
used in the cost table. However, in real world applications lower
purities may be sufficient, as a result the propellant will be at a much
lower cost. Given the fluctuating nature of the market where prices
may increase or decrease in response to external factors, the values
presented in Table 2 are intended as a guideline in propellant cost
ranking.

Condensable propellants such as zinc, cadmium, magnesium and
bismuth are the cheapest in the current market, with iodine a more
expensive alternative yet much cheaper than xenon.
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Table 2
Price evolution for selected elements. +Price derived from flask data; * according to U.S. Geological Survey 2022 [98] **
according to Merck ; *** Various independent suppliers;.

Purity 99.99% Market 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

USD/l
Xe∗∗ European Market – – – – 910.97 1,050.00
Kr∗∗ European Market – – – – 177.86 204.00
Ar∗∗ European Market – – – – 218.91 243.00
O∗∗

2 European Market – – – – 169.88 195.00
N∗∗

2 European Market – – – – 169.88 195.00
CO∗∗

2 European Market – – – – 182.42 195.00

USD/kg
Zn∗ North American 3.07 3.11 2.74 2.44 3.20 –

London Metal Exchange 2.89 2.93 2.55 2.26 3.00 –
Cd∗ North American 1.75 2.89 2.67 2.29 2.49 –

Mg∗ U.S. Spot Western 4.74 4.78 5.40 5.49 8.60 –
European Free Market 2.27 2.55 2.43 2.15 5.50 –

Bi∗ North American 10.89 10.16 7.01 6.00 8.05 –

I∗2 North American 19.55 22.46 26.38 31.57 32.00 –

Cs∗+ North American – – – 65200.00 69900.00 –
London Metal Exchange

Hg∗ European Union 30.20 31.91 – – – –
Global 36.93 78.59 73.98 – – –

USD/kg
𝑇𝐸𝐴∗∗∗ – – – – 150.47 398.07
𝑇𝑃𝐴∗∗∗ – – – – 66.00 113.70
𝐴𝑑𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑒∗∗∗ – – – – 540.00 721.36
𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑒∗∗∗ – – – – 493.30 1,000.00
Molecular propellants are more expensive than their condensable
ounterparts with a drastic increase above 99.9% purity for larger
uantities.

Finally rare gasses are the most expensive at high purity with xenon
t the top. In spite of this, xenon still remains the standard propellant
n EP albeit at a non-negligible percentage of the total cost of the
pacecraft.

. Mission scenario study

To conclude the theoretical review of propellants, an analysis of
ropellant performance in Hall thrusters is proposed based on a set of
otential mission parameters. The scenarios presented range from low
ower, small spacecraft station keeping needs to high power interplan-
tary travel. The viability of a subset of propellants is explored in the
pecified power bracket and their drawbacks highlighted. For brevity,
rgon, nitrogen, oxygen, carbon dioxide and water are not included
n this calculation due to the relatively low experimental performance
xhibited. For consistency, the power brackets are defined as follows:
ow power — ≤1 kW; medium power — 1 kW–2.5 kW; high power —
≥2.5 kW.

The input parameters for the calculations presented are simplified
o thruster power, thruster discharge voltage, spacecraft dry mass and
equired total delta v (𝛥𝑣). Ideal thrust and specific impulse calculations
re performed based on propellant mass (𝑀 in kg) and thruster power
𝑃 = 𝐼𝑏𝑉𝑏) according to the following equations [37]:

𝑠𝑝 =
1
𝑔0

√

2𝑒𝑉𝑏
𝑀

, (10)

=
√

2𝑀
𝑒

𝐼𝑏
√

𝑉𝑏, (11)

where 𝑒 represents the elementary charge and 𝑔0 gravitational acceler-
ation. Efficiency terms are not included in this calculation since they
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depend on propellant performance within a specific thruster and can
range significantly depending on thruster design. The propellant mass
is then extracted from the 𝛥𝑣 equation using the previously calculated
ideal thruster performance and the input spacecraft dry mass:

𝛥𝑣 = (𝑔0𝐼𝑠𝑝)𝑙𝑜𝑔
(𝑚𝑑 + 𝑚𝑝

𝑚𝑑

)

. (12)

Finally, the propellant flow rate �̇�𝑝 is extracted from the specific
impulse–thrust equation:

𝐼𝑠𝑝 =
𝑇

�̇�𝑝𝑔0
. (13)

To produce a fair comparison, a minimum power calculation is
conducted for condensable and molecular propellants according to
the theoretical background presented in Section 2.2. In this case, an
external tank design coupled with a gas distributor anode is assumed
(Fig. 11). Consequently, propellant transport is also included in the
calculation for a better power estimation. Eqs. (1), (2), (6) and (9) are
combined and solved numerically. To generate an exposed area, the
propellant bulk is assumed to be a cube with a volume given by the
required propellant mass and the specific propellant density. Finally,
the diameter of the feed is assumed to not exceed the height of the
Hall thruster discharge channel since the most common method of
propellant distribution is through the thruster anode. This assumption
relates the propellant transport requirements to the size of the thruster.
As a result, an estimation of the thruster size is required to finalize the
calculation. This is achieved through a set of scaling laws that are used
in the preliminary design of Hall thrusters [161]. For comparison xenon
and krypton are included in the propellant estimation and are assumed
to be pressurized at 200 bar respectively.

8.0.1. Station keeping scenario
The first theoretical scenario simulates the station keeping require-
ments of a small 𝑚𝑑 = 50 kg spacecraft that requires a total of 𝛥𝑣 = 1
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Table 3
Scenario 1 — Station keeping of a small spacecraft propellant performance comparison (100 W Hall thruster). Cost estimated on 2021 market data.

Power Rating (W) 100
Voltage (V) 100
Delta V (m/s) 1000
Dry Mass (kg) 50

Xe Kr I Mg Zn Bi Cd TPA TEA C10H16 C60

Burn Time (h) 877.60 1089.32 892.02 1991.89 1228.46 703.27 945.49 841.69 994.57 862.19 396.42
Propellant Mass (kg) 4.30 3.41 4.22 1.81 3.00 5.48 3.97 4.50 3.76 4.38 10.66
Propellant Volume (l) 2.06 3.76 0.86 1.04 0.42 0.56 0.46 5.98 5.17 4.06 6.46

Flow Rate (mg/s) 1.36 0.87 1.32 0.25 0.68 2.17 1.17 1.48 1.05 1.41 7.47
Ideal Isp (s) 1236.24 1547.41 1257.43 2873.26 1751.86 979.87 1336.04 1183.44 1408.17 1213.59 527.66

Ideal Thrust (mN) 16.50 13.18 16.22 7.10 11.64 20.81 15.26 17.23 14.48 16.80 38.65
Total Impulse (kNs) 52.12 51.68 52.08 50.90 51.48 52.69 51.96 52.22 51.85 52.16 55.16

Tank Power (W) - - <5 37.97 12.30 206.91 7.26 <5 <5 <5 220.42
Propellant Cost (USD) 9884.58 3188.26 135.16 15.53 9.59 44.14 9.87 296.96 563.25 236.67 5258.24
Table 4
Scenario 1 — Station keeping of a small spacecraft propellant performance comparison (300 W Hall thruster). Cost estimated on 2021 market data.

Power Rating (W) 300
Voltage (V) 200
Delta V (m/s) 1000
Dry Mass (kg) 50

Xe Kr I Mg Zn Bi Cd TPA TEA C10H16 C60

Burn Time (h) 408.68 508.53 415.48 934.09 574.15 326.44 440.70 391.74 463.85 401.41 181.52
Propellant Mass (kg) 3.00 2.38 2.95 1.27 2.10 3.82 2.77 3.14 2.63 3.06 7.32
Propellant Volume (l) 1.44 2.63 0.60 0.73 0.29 0.39 0.32 4.17 3.62 2.83 4.44

Flow Rate (mg/s) 2.04 1.30 1.97 0.38 1.02 3.25 1.75 2.23 1.57 2.12 11.20
Ideal Isp (s) 1748.30 2188.37 1778.28 4063.40 2477.51 1385.75 1889.44 1673.63 1991.45 1716.27 746.23

Ideal Thrust (mN) 35.00 27.96 34.41 15.06 24.70 44.15 32.38 36.56 30.72 35.65 81.99
Total Impulse (kNs) 51.49 51.18 51.46 50.63 51.04 51.89 51.37 51.55 51.30 51.52 53.58

Tank Power (W) - - <5 26.95 8.72 161.18 5.12 <5 <5 <5 155.10
Propellant Cost (USD) 6904.55 2232.59 94.43 10.93 6.72 30.74 6.90 207.31 394.04 165.28 3611.57
km/s for a mission duration of 5 years. In this case, the size of the
spacecraft limits the amount of available power for the propulsion
system to 100 W. Assuming a discharge voltage of 100 V, the propellant
performance is shown in Table 3.

In terms of performance at low power, xenon, iodine, TPA, TEA
and adamantane (C10H16) show almost identical ideal specific impulse
and thrust, and similar propellant flow rate requirements. The most
drastic difference is the overall propellant volume. Iodine is the most
advantageous due to its outstanding volumetric savings. Molecular
propellants are less efficient due to lower density than pressurized
xenon. Given that all of the highlighted alternative propellants produce
high vapor pressure with minimal power input (<5 W), for this use case
and power scenario, iodine is a strong alternative to xenon.

Other propellants such as bismuth and C60 are less desirable in the
low power bracket since the total estimation of heater power exceeds
drastically the thruster power. However, Hall thrusters operating on
bismuth showed high anode efficiency towards the upper limit of
the thruster power window closer to 1 kW showcasing the viability
of this propellant when heating power costs can be included in the
power budget of the mission. Magnesium and zinc highlight a potential
compromise. Due to their high theoretical specific impulse, they require
much less propellant for the same mission scenario than xenon or iodine
albeit with the need for a longer burn time to achieve the same 𝛥𝑣. The
heater power requirement is however more demanding at this scale.
The heater power represents 38% of the total available power in the
case of magnesium and 12% in the case of zinc. As a result zinc and
magnesium are less desirable compared to iodine in this scenario.

If the available power is increased for the same spacecraft mass,
a larger thruster may be used. Propellant performance data is shown
in Table 4 for a 300 W thruster operated at 200 V in the same
mission conditions (spacecraft mass 𝑚𝑑 = 50 kg and a total 𝛥𝑣 = 1
km/s). The coupled effect of higher thruster performance, lower total
propellant mass, and less restrictive feed geometry as a result of larger
thruster dimensions reduces significantly the required heater power
for condesable propellants. In a 300 W thruster, magnesium heater
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power expenditure may be reduced up to 9% of the total thruster
power available while zinc may draw approximately 3% of the total
thruster power available. As a result zinc and magnesium become more
competitive in terms of propellant mass, volume and cost compared to
xenon. Iodine is still a power efficient, high performance, alternative
to xenon while cadmium offers higher thrust and volume savings at
a similar power input to iodine (5 W) at the cost of reduced specific
impulse. Bismuth requires a higher propellant mass as well as a high
fraction of the available power (53%) making its use unfeasible at this
scale. Finally, TPA, TEA and adamantane (C10H16) can provide a similar
performance to xenon yet they require a significantly large volume that
might be detrimental at this scale.

An overview of experimental Hall thruster performance data within
the low power range is shown in Fig. 26. The available experimental
data set on alternative propellant usage agrees with the conclusions of
the theoretical study. Iodine is a strong match to xenon performance
while bismuth and zinc show good performance closer to the kW levels
of power.

Overall the most promising propellant alternative to xenon in the
low power thruster range (50 W–1 kW) is iodine. It offers considerable
volume and cost savings while offering almost identical if not superior
performance to xenon. The high achievable vapor pressure at a very
low power input makes it suitable when available power is low. Finally,
due to the inherent similarity to xenon, the Hall thruster design does
not need to change to make efficient use of iodine as a propellant.

8.0.2. SMART-1 mission scenario
The second theoretical scenario simulates the SMART-1 mission

profile where a SNECMA PPS-1350G Hall effect thruster was used [162,
163]. The thruster was operated between 462 W–1190 W [163]. An
average discharge power of 1100 W is used for the propellant calcula-
tion. The discharge voltage for the operational thruster varies between
220 V and 350 V. The calculation assumes a set 300 V. The SMART-1
spacecraft has a 𝑚𝑑 = 370 kg mass and required a total of 𝛥𝑣 = 3.7

km/s. The theoretical propellant performance is shown in Table 5.
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Fig. 26. Thrust, specific impulse and efficiency vs power for Hall thrusters operating on different propellants in the low power bracket up to 1 kW.
Total propellant mass calculations show that 71.29 kg of xenon
would be needed for the duration of the mission. Flight data show that
81.72 kg of xenon were consumed in reality [163]. The result is a 13%
difference in the estimation considering ideal thruster performance
at a fixed power. Given the complexity of the thrust profile for the
real mission and the subsequent variation in discharge voltage, power
and propellant flow rate, the theoretical approximation is limited to
showcase ideal performance at a set condition. With this limitations in
mind, the data shown in Table 5 can still provide an insight into the
behavior of alternative propellants in a medium power thruster in the
context of a more complex mission scenario.

In this scenario, iodine can still provide a similar performance to
xenon at a third of the price and half the propellant volume. Compara-
tive experimental performance data shown in Fig. 27 highlights a slight
drop in iodine efficiency, thrust and specific impulse. This may be due
to a thruster size limitation. In the medium power thruster class, iodine
still represents a good alternative propellant to xenon due to low cost,
high density and modest heating requirements making it preferable
over krypton.

Due to the large amount of propellant which the estimation assumes
to be heated as a singular mass, power expenditure for bismuth exceeds
the available thruster power. Consequently, heating up the whole mass
of propellant would not be efficient. A solution to this issue could
be bismuth propellant tank and management systems segmentation
when scaling up towards higher power thrusters. A segmented design
would involve multiple propellant tanks containing lower amounts of
propellant (similar to Table 4 data) which can be managed with 150 W
to 200 W of power. Upon depletion, a second tank can be heated and
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used to exhaustion and so on. This approach would make bismuth
usage feasible in medium sized thrusters whist also providing a set of
redundancies covering potential heater failure. A comparison between
the theoretical performance of bismuth (Table 5) and experimental
data points shown in Fig. 27 indicates very good agreement. In fact
bismuth provides more thrust than xenon with a small specific impulse
penalty at an overall high anode efficiency. Coupled with the excellent
density of bismuth, the required propellant volume is reduced by
approximately 3.6 times. The disadvantages of bismuth include higher
propellant mass requirements for a similar 𝛥𝑣 and the expensive heating
power requirements. Nonetheless, bismuth may be successfully used in
a mid power scenario predicting very good compatibility to high power
thrusters.

Perhaps the most impressive propellant in the mid power scenarios
is zinc. The bulk heating power cost of zinc is low at 63 W. A segmented
design similar to the bismuth proposition can also be used to further
lower the required vaporization power. The total zinc mass required
is significantly reduced at approximately 68% of the total xenon mass
required. Volume savings are further beneficial at 20% of the total
xenon volume. Experimental performance data of zinc shown in Fig. 27
suggests that zinc may match the highest efficiency krypton thrusters
and the lower efficiency xenon thrusters at approximately 45% anode
efficiency in this power range in a xenon optimized thruster. Given the
cost, mass and volume savings at a low heater power penalty, zinc is a
strong alternative propellant for xenon in this bracket.

Magnesium presents similar benefits to zinc. Only 40% of the total
xenon mass of propellant is required for the same mission while the
volume savings are also high at 50% of the equivalent xenon volume.
Table 5
Scenario 2 — SMART-1 mission for a single 1.1 kW Hall thruster. Cost estimated on 2021 market data.

Power Rating (W) 1100
Voltage (V) 300
Delta V (m/s) 3700
Dry Mass (kg) 370

Xe Kr I Mg Zn Bi Cd TPA TEA C10H16 C60

Burn Time (h) 3969.06 4878.59 4030.95 8764.02 5477.00 3221.80 4260.55 3814.95 4471.36 3902.94 1917.97
Propellant Mass (kg) 71.29 55.93 69.98 29.14 48.99 92.11 65.52 74.78 61.90 72.75 189.10
Propellant Volume (l) 34.08 61.76 14.20 16.75 6.86 9.39 7.57 99.30 85.26 67.36 114.60

Flow Rate (mg/s) 4.99 3.18 4.82 0.92 2.48 7.94 4.27 5.44 3.85 5.18 27.39
Ideal Isp (s) 2141.23 2680.20 2177.94 4976.63 3034.32 1697.19 2314.08 2049.77 2439.01 2101.99 913.94

Ideal Thrust (mN) 104.77 83.70 103.00 45.08 73.93 132.18 96.94 109.44 91.98 106.73 245.46
Total Impulse (kNs) 1497.02 1470.04 1494.73 1422.23 1457.75 1533.10 1486.92 1503.09 1480.56 1499.56 1694.83

Tank Power (W) - - ≈5 192.09 62.96 1338.13 37.17 ≈5 ≈5 ≈5 1206.52
Propellant Cost (USD) 163915.69 52355.84 2239.47 250.62 156.77 741.50 163.15 4935.16 9284.98 3928.28 93281.57
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Fig. 27. Thrust, specific impulse and efficiency vs power for Hall thrusters operating on different propellants in the medium power bracket from 1 kW to 2.5 kW.
However, the propellant heater power cost is higher than zinc with
the same possibility of propellant tank segmentation. Few experimental
performance data points exist for magnesium however the available
data set indicates a lower performance compared to zinc.

TPA, TEA and adamantane show similar theoretical performance to
xenon. Their major drawback is the low density that leads to signifi-
cantly larger propellant tanks. In this power bracket, the data available
focuses on oxygen, carbon dioxide, water, and fullerene among other
propellants. Given the scarcity of data, molecular propellants show
good preliminary potential in the thrust and specific impulse with
a relatively low anode efficiency which might be offset by in-situ
propellant utilization.

Overall, the most efficient and promising propellant alternatives in
the mid power thruster category are iodine, zinc, and bismuth with
superior performance to krypton and even xenon at a fraction of the
cost.

8.0.3. Psyche mission scenario
A final theoretical scenario simulates the Psyche mission profile

where four SPT-140 Hall thrusters are used [164]. Since this larger
scale mission utilizes a cluster of thrusters rather than a single unit,
the propellant performance analysis addresses the total impulse re-
quirements of a single thruster unit. Including safety margins and the
requirement for a thruster redundancy in the cluster, a single thruster
unit must sustain a total impulse of 5.5 MN-sec [164]. This translates
into a total per thruster 𝛥𝑣 = 2.592 km/s. The Psyche spacecraft mass is
𝑚 = 1648 kg and the total propellant mass is 1030 kg. The SPT-140 can
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𝑑

operate over a wide range of discharge power up to 5 kW [164,165]
yet on the Psyche mission, the thrusters will operate between 1.7 kW
and 4.5 kW [166]. The discharge voltage for the operational thruster
is 300 V. The experimental evaluation of the SPT-140 was undertaken
between 200 V and 400 V [165]. For this analysis, an average discharge
power of 2.5 kW is assumed at an average voltage of 250 V. The
resulting propellant performance is illustrated in Table 6.

Propellant mass estimations with xenon show a 16% difference to
the actual propellant mass when four identical thrusters are considered.
Technical data show that the SPT-140 operates at a peak 1900 s
specific impulse at 5 kW and 400 V discharge [165] which is very
different from the 1950 s estimation at 2.5 kW and 250 V. Therefore,
the differences observed is a consequence of ideal thrust and specific
impulse estimations. Yet an alternative propellant overview of ideal
propellant performance in high power thrusters can still be drawn.

At this scale, maintaining the propellant at a high temperature
to generate the gas phase and sustain the required propellant flow
rate involves significant amounts of power most notably with bismuth
and C60. Therefore propellant tank segmentation is crucial in keeping
the power requirements low. As multiple tanks reduce the volumetric
benefit of propellants such as bismuth and worsen the penalty of low
density propellants such as C60, a system level optimization study can
be undertaken to find the mission adequate number of tanks by bal-
ancing tank heater power consumption and total volume. Bismuth and
C60 can provide high thrust unmatched by other alternative propellants
at this scale and are most suitable in high power thrusters due to the
subsequent higher power budget. However, C60 suffers heavily from
fragmentation as shown in previous experimental studies [129]. This
Table 6
Scenario 3 — Psyche mission scenarios for 1 of the 4 thrusters operating at 250 V–2.5 kW (4.5 kW Hall thruster).

Power Rating (W) 2500
Voltage (V) 250
Delta V (m/s) 2592
Dry Mass (kg) 1648

Xe Kr I Mg Zn Bi Cd TPA TEA C10H16 C60

Burn Time (h) 4862.85 6002.84 4940.45 10867.43 6752.44 3925.14 5228.31 4669.57 5492.54 4779.92 2281.15
Propellant Mass (kg) 239.17 188.44 234.87 98.95 165.38 307.28 220.17 250.62 208.21 243.95 615.84
Propellant Volume (l) 114.35 208.09 47.64 56.87 23.16 31.33 25.45 332.83 286.79 225.88 373.23

Flow Rate (mg/s) 13.66 8.72 13.21 2.53 6.80 21.75 11.70 14.91 10.53 14.18 74.99
Ideal Isp (s) 1950.75 2441.77 1984.20 4533.93 2764.39 1546.22 2108.23 1867.43 2222.05 1915.01 832.64

Ideal Thrust (mN) 261.36 208.81 256.96 112.45 184.44 329.74 241.84 273.03 229.45 266.24 612.34
Total Impulse (kNs) 4575.50 4512.33 4570.16 4399.48 4483.43 4659.44 4551.90 4589.67 4537.01 4581.42 5028.58

Tank Power (W) - - ≈5 401.94 131.34 2981.18 77.08 ≈5 ≈5 ≈5 2467.41
Propellant Cost (USD) 549911.29 176399.31 7515.77 850.95 529.22 2473.64 548.22 16540.86 31230.89 13173.50 303792.15
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Fig. 28. Thrust, specific impulse and efficiency vs power for Hall thrusters operating on different propellants in the high power bracket above 2.5 kW.
makes bismuth the only viable choice at this high power level between
the two propellants. Based on previous high power bismuth studies and
mid range power experiments, bismuth is expected to be a very good
propellant in this power bracket.

Zinc, iodine and magnesium are good alternatives to xenon in terms
of price, volume and performance. Tank heater power peaks at 5%
of the total available power to maintain the bulk of propellant at
operational temperature in the case of zinc with much lower values for
iodine. In this case reduced volume and propellant mass become more
advantageous in spite of the increased power usage as approximately
300 kg of propellant can be saved with thrusters operating on zinc
rather than xenon. However, the most promising propellant at this
scale is magnesium. At the expense of higher heater power input
requirements at 400 W per thruster (which can be reduced to 200 W or
lower if the propellant is split in two or more tanks), the total propellant
mass used is less than half the xenon equivalent mass. More than 400 kg
of propellant could be saved in a four thruster configuration due to the
potential propellant efficiency of magnesium.

Experimental data in the high power range is limited as shown in
Fig. 28 with data only available for iodine. In this case, iodine efficiency
is high yet it does not outperform xenon suggesting potential limitations
with iodine dissociation. Given the cost, outstanding performance and
minimal heating requirements in this power class coupled with signifi-
cant volume savings, iodine can be considered the primary alternative
to xenon with a proven performance.

In summary, there is a consistent lack of data on alternative propel-
lants in the high power range. In spite of this, the theoretical study
suggests that iodine, bismuth zinc and magnesium would be good
propellant alternatives to xenon. The advantages in terms of propellant
mass, volume and propellant cost are significant over xenon in a
mission scenario where heater power expenditure is minimal compared
to the thruster power.

9. Conclusion

In this study, propellant alternatives to xenon have been identified
and explored through their physical properties, thruster compatibility
and potential performance in a Hall thruster. An experimental Hall
thruster performance database was used to support the findings of the
theoretical study.

The most power efficient alternative propellant identified in the
low power range (≤1 kW) was iodine which can be utilized with a
minimal heater power expenditure providing similar if not superior
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performance to xenon at a lower cost and higher density. TPA and
TEA also benefit from modest heating requirements and offer promising
preliminary performance.

In the mid power range (1 kW-2.5 kW), iodine, zinc, and bismuth
were identified as the most promising alternatives. Bismuth was shown
experimentally and theoretically to have an excellent performance in
terms of thrust and anode efficiency compared to xenon. However the
high heater power requirement makes it less desirable in this power
bracket. Iodine was still classified as a good alternative to xenon in the
medium power bracket. Zinc was identified as the most theoretically
promising propellant alternative to xenon through the high density,
lower propellant mass requirement, low cost and low heater power
requirements coupled with the demonstrated efficient experimental
performance.

The high power range (≥2.5 kW) was proposed as the perfect power
level for bismuth usage. Zinc and magnesium were also shown to be
capable of providing significant benefits to xenon usage in this power
level. The high density, lower propellant mass requirement, low cost
and low heater power requirements of zinc and magnesium make them
desirable propellants in this power bracket along with bismuth. Finally,
iodine was shown to maintain good performance both theoretically and
experimentally making it a good alternative to xenon in the high power
range.

Molecular propellants present benefits in terms of theoretically
achievable performance both as high thrust alternatives (C60) as well as
molecular weight similarity to xenon (TPA, TEA and adamantane). Ex-
perimentally, oxygen, carbon dioxide and water demonstrate through
preliminary data potential for in-situ utilization at the expense of lower
anode efficiency.

Atomic gasses such as argon and krypton were compared directly
to xenon and shown to exhibit a lower theoretical and experimental
performance in most power brackets which was surpassed by other
alternatives.

The associated reactivity of elements such as iodine, TEA, and
TPA may pose significant engineering challenges at a system level
integration with the spacecraft. The associated high vapor pressure of
adamantane, TEA, TPA, and iodine at low temperature may increase
the surface contamination rate by promotion of secondary sublimation
spots on spacecraft surfaces resulting from temperature cycles.

Ground testing and development of thrusters utilizing corrosive,
reactive, or toxic propellants may be slower due to the imposed safety
and control standards. Through condensation and inherent lower vapor

pressure, elements such as C60, zinc, bismuth, and magnesium can
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maintain low vacuum pressure even at high flow rates and within con-
fined volumes. Utilizing these elements as propellants enables ground
testing of very high power thrusters and thruster development in lower
volume/ pumping capacity vacuum chambers.

To this date, krypton remains the most common alternative to xenon
prevalent in the space industry, with a significant cost associated. This
cost is lower than xenon, although much higher than the cost of the
propellants analyzed in this paper.

It is clear though that there is a need to move away from the
very predominate use of xenon in electric propulsion, and that there
are alternatives that have been experimentally demonstrated to suit
a variety of mission scenarios. There are better and more sustainable
options to xenon and still more potential propellants to be explored.
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